site safety &
jointing
bar guards
Available in red or yellow, barguards or safety
caps reduce the chance of cuts or abrasions
from reinforcing bars up to 36mm and steel
pickets. The barguards are designed not to ride
up large reinforcing bars, and the holes in the
sides, line up with the holes in steel pickets to
allow tie wire or bunting to be attached. Please
note that barguards are not designed for high
load vertical impacts, such as someone falling
from height.
Product Code
BARG

Qty per
bag/pallet
100/5000

Mass kg
per 100
3.6

expansion caps
Designed with a hinged cap to provide a firm fit
over the dowel. Each size is 75mm long with a
10mm internal pin to locate the dowel and
create the void for expansion. The relevant
dowel size is marked on the ends of the caps.
Product Code

SITE & SAFETY No. 02.

B EXCAP12
B EXCAP16/20
B EXCAP24

Qty per
bag/pallet
100/5000
100/5000
100/5000

Mass kg
per 100
1.2
1.2
1.2

trench mesh
support
3 clips to suit
16mm trench
mesh or N16 bar

BCTMS016

EASY CLIP-ON

SECURE

STABLE

BCTMS

description

applications

The Modfix Trench Mesh Support has been
designed with the clip-on at both sides to allow
the support to be fitted prior to lowering the
mesh into the trench. A non clip-on support in
the middle allows for tolerances in the main
wire spacing of the trench mesh.
The maximum width of 290mm avoids
interference with the sides of narrow trenches.

Strip Footings

This secure support can accommodate 8, 11,
and 12mm bar or mesh, and now new 16mm
with 60mm cover.

Raft Slabs

dimensions
ideal for
60mm

Residential applications such as
strip footings, foundations and raft slabs.
290mm

size availability

BCTMS No.. 02

60mm cover for 8 to 12mm bar or mesh.
Now dedicated support for 16mm bar or mesh.
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45 Macbeth Street, Braeside, Victoria 3195
Telephone: (61 3) 9586 7600
Facsimile: (61 3) 9580 1766
email: sales@modfix.com.au
www. modfix.com.au
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Code
BCTMS
BCTMS016

Cover
60mm
60mm

All dimensions nominal.

No/Bag
25
25

Mass/Bag
1 kg
1 kg

